Attendees:

- Jacques Cayuela (JC - Bull)
- Pierre-Yves Gibello (PYB - Experlog)
- Julie Marguerite (JM - Inria)
- Xavier Moghrabi (XM - Inria)

Proposed Agenda

- CDE: Use of Libresource
- Hosting of freeware
- Public access/private access
- Hosting proposal
- Continuous build (Continuum, Luntbuild)
- TC Charter

CDE

Two solutions have been proposed: Libresource / Savanne

We will propose soon a vote by the technology council once the TC composed.

The TC members are really interested of using OW2 middleware. Hosting of freeware

Ok for hosting freeware such as JIRA.

Implementation, update done by a group of users.

The Open Source CDE will be supported by CDE.

Further, the TC will decide the hosting of other products. This should stay exceptional and the users must motivate their choice. Public access to the Wiki

The wiki will be renamed as technology instead of college.

The wiki will be re-organized and become public.

A link on the main page will be add to refer the Wiki. Hosting proposal

OW2 are evaluating the opportunity to use a rental offer. Continuous build

Is it useful to use such technologies ?

It seems to be interesting but not mandatory.

OW2 will propose a such service. It can be a criteria of evaluation of the maturity of the project. TC Charter

It will be completed and put on the wiki.
Evaluation criteria of projects will be improved by mandatory criteria.

=> JC will work on the constitution of the TC and invite developers to enter into.

Next meeting on Wednesday February 21st 2007.
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